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Message From The Head Of School

S

tart by doing what’s necessary; then do what’s possible;
and suddenly, you’re doing the impossible.” This quote
by Saint Francis of Assisi is one that I refer to often
– especially on days when my planner cannot fit another
event/appointment/task! There is always so much to do, and
yet, we’re confined to a finite amount of time in which to
accomplish whatever is before us. There are few things as
frustrating as leaping from task-to-task without completion
(think about cleaning your house on a Saturday morning
– clearing the dining room table of dishes, emptying the
trash in the bathroom, plucking dirty soccer socks from the
bedroom floor – many tasks, but no one room is clean!). It
can be incredibly overwhelming if we don’t prioritize and
have a plan.

“

Running a school has many parallels to running a household, and priorities are a must. Each summer, I identify the school’s
priorities and develop plans of action for implementation. I establish different check-in points for myself (and with other key
members of my team – accountability is important, as are deadlines) to gauge progress. In September, it’s easy to feel intimidated
by my ambitious plans, created in a nearly-silent building with phones ringing sporadically and minimal building traffic. Rather than
allow apprehension to take over, I have learned that breaking tasks down into smaller, manageable parts allows me to do what’s
necessary so that I may move on to what’s possible. Eventually, I am doing what I thought was impossible!
This past year, many tasks were identified and completed, thanks to the help of my committed staff and dedicated families.
Our Emergency Operations Plan was updated and implemented seamlessly (with an unexpected opportunity to put it into action in
early September), our technology plan was enhanced (and will include even more opportunities next year), our sports and physical
education program grew tremendously, we integrated an online grade communication system for families of grades 5-8 (and we have
plans to expand it even further next year), we moved to a nearly-paperless communication system for families, introduced new after
school activities (with more to come next year), and continued our curricular updates by creating more subject mapping and by
utilizing a new standardized testing publisher. It’s been a busy year, but not all of this happened at once. It was incremental and the
result of careful planning and implementation.
Summer is upon us and I am eager to create new goals for next year. In some ways, it feels like planning my next race before I
have reached the finish line. However, this year’s finish line is in sight and just like a race, I anticipate a better year next year than the
one we’re completing. So, as this year closes out and work begins this summer to launch another stellar year (#18!) at BJAMS, I ask
for your continued prayers and support. Together, we can accomplish the impossible!

										Warmly,
										Carrie Wilson

Bishop Marshall School
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NCAL
Community Service
Fundraiser
2nd Grade Makes A Difference

By Michelle Tomlinson

T

hinking of adopting a cat or dog into your loving family? Take a
careful look at North Country Animal League (NCAL) in Morrisville,
Vermont. How about supporting a cause that feeds animals in need

for weeks and provides other necessities? The choice should be NCAL.
What business in our community provides an understanding of animal
humane education, helps schools and outreach programs, and gives an
abundance of love to their animals? The answer is NCAL.
The local, busy animal shelter on Rt. 100 is not only home to many pets waiting to be

adopted but also became the center of Mrs. Jen Nordenson’s 2nd grade community service
project this winter. The class was able to raise money and give back to their community. This
home to local strays, rescues, and surrenders showed the children of Bishop Marshall School
that what they give can make a difference not just in a person, but an animal’s life.
“We chose NCAL for the fundraiser because many kids had adopted their pets from the
shelter and were familiar with the big red building,” says Mrs. Nordenson. “They were very

Humane education
is an important
tool for potential
families and
persons within
the community.

helpful and immediately attentive to our thoughts and needs,” she also added.
NCAL is a familiar name and a pillar within the community, in part because of the care given
to their animals and constant strive to find kindness in others. Much like the children at Bishop
Marshall School they seek out the kindness in others, build character through their programs,
and believe that everyone deserves a place to call home. They find kindness through homes
that will foster a pet. This allows the animal to be cared for and socialized until it is ready for
adoption eight weeks later. The staff at NCAL knows their responsibility as being part of a big
picture to educate and teach others. Managers and employees receive training and certification
through the Humane Society of the United States. Humane education is an important tool for
potential families and persons within the community. It provides a better understanding of what
animal cruelty really is and how it can look. “Most do not realize that tying a dog to a tree all day
is abuse and can create a frantic animal,” shared shelter manager, Beth White. This education –
plus vaccinations, spaying, and neutering – can keep animals safe and loved.

4
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This year’s fundraiser in 2nd grade showed the children the
value of work, thoughtfulness, and giving. During the holiday
season the class became a bustle of beads, pipe cleaners, and
crafts used to create beautiful and unique Christmas ornaments.
The ornaments were then sold at the annual Bishop Marshall
craft fair. The proceeds are always donated to a local non-profit
or charity of the class’ choice; this year NCAL was contacted and
graciously accepted the $204.00 the students raised.
Finding a home for a pet is no small feat and it is given
the utmost attention while adhering to state and national

10 Ways to Support NCAL
Help them promote compassionate and
responsible relationships between humans
and animals.

requirements for each animal. White explained that, “Each
person wanting to adopt is asked for references and a proof

Supervised dog walking

of home ownership. We don’t want the families to arrive home
and find that their building doesn’t accept big dogs.” Most of the

Annual gala to support the shelter

animals are only at the shelter for three to seven days but they
can stay as long as necessary to find the perfect fit. Adoptions

Nursing home visits with the dogs

rates at NCAL are very high because of the required temperament
testing for each new animal brought to the shelter. These tests
ensure everyone’s safety, help the NCAL staff learn about the
dog, and know that the shelter can find a good fit for it.
To accept the donation by the 2nd grade class, Beth White
brought by a furry surprise to visit the school. His name was
Yoplait and he tickled the children’s hearts while they tickled
his belly. Yoplait was a happy and healthy dog on his way to a
new family, so it was such a great ending and really showed the
children that they can make a difference. This is a familiar lesson
within our Bishop Marshall School community. God lives in us
all at any level. We are born with kind, giving, and caring hearts
and it is our job to hold onto and grow these gifts as we mold
them into the world. Good job second grade class. You are an
inspiration to us all!

Becoming a foster parent – helping puppies/
kittens till they are over 8 weeks old and can
be adopted
Making blankets, beds, and coats for the
animals throughout the seasons
Cat socialization
Cleaning animal dishes
Vacuuming and clean the shelter
Participating in Outreach Programs within
schools and job shadowing
Learning about and teaching Humane
Education
For more information on various programs
or animal adoptions, please contact NCAL at:
North Country Animal League
16 Mountain View Meadow Rd.
Morrisville, VT. 05661
802-888-5065
www.ncal.com
Bishop Marshall School
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Hablamos español
en BJAMS
By Stephanie Wicks

O

ne of the many aspects I love about BJAMS is that students
are exposed to second-language learning at an earlier age
than their peers at many other schools. Learning a language

in addition to one’s native tongue has been proven to improve
students’ cognitive development. Though language studies at BJAMS
have focused on French for many years, we were able to commence
a weekly Spanish Club this past fall. I feel grateful for the opportunity
to share my appreciation of the Spanish language, which I developed
during a memorable experience in Peru, and explore elements of
Spanish-language culture with my students.
In January 2009, my friend and I arrived in Lima, Peru for a
volunteer opportunity with Cross-Cultural Solutions. After a few days
of orientation to the city, I was placed in a daycare facility assisting
teachers of children from two to four years old. It was a language

6
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immersion experience for me, as neither the children nor adults
spoke English. The two weeks I spent as a volunteer helped
to broaden my linguistic capabilities in Spanish and gave me
valuable insight into the culture of Lima. The limited number of
resources available at the daycare center was eye-opening and
helps me appreciate the materials we have access to at BJAMS.
After my volunteer placement, I traveled on to explore Machu
Picchu and the Amazon rainforest. The vast diversity of flora,
fauna, and the rich history I learned about in Peru helped inspire
the continuation of my Spanish studies.
With fond memories of my Peruvian travels, I bring much

fresca, a popular, refreshing beverage served in Mexico.

enthusiasm to Spanish Club. My goal is not only to teach my

Students learned about why the holiday is celebrated, then

participants the language, but also an appreciation of Latino and

made their own piñatas, maracas, and God’s Eye crafts. The

Hispanic cultures. Igniting the interest of the kids will hopefully

Ojo de Dios, or God’s Eye, is made with crossed Popsicle sticks

pique their desire to one day travel to some of the countries

and alternating colors of bright yarn. An ancient tradition from

they are learning about. The daycare center had strikingly

Mexico, the varying colors are said to remind the creator of the

limited material resources, and I now especially appreciate

watchful eye of God.

the materials to which we have access at BJAMS. One of the

When we aren’t celebrating Hispanic and Latino holidays,

first cultural events we celebrated this year was el Día de los

we study vocabulary from Spanish topics including greetings,

Muertos, or Day of the Dead, a celebration of deceased loved

classroom objects, animals, food, family, and colors. Students

ones. Students enjoyed learning about various traditions of

learn most effectively through a variety of activities, and some

the holiday while they sampled candied pumpkin and Mexican

of our favorites this year have included a scavenger hunt,

hot chocolate, spiced with cinnamon and chili powder. Two

online games, filmed skits, bingo, songs, Pictionary, and board

important activities Day of the Dead participants appreciated

games in Spanish. Spanish Club will continue next year! I’m

were creating colorful skeleton masks and candied sugar skulls.

hoping to expand upon the introductory level, deepen students’

Most recently, we celebrated Cinco de Mayo by enjoying

proficiency, and continue celebrating Hispanic and Latino

cinnamon sugar churro chips and drinking watermelon aqua

cultures.

Bishop Marshall School
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More Sports!

Cross-Country Skiing Expands Athletics
By Barry Lyden
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A

ccording to the PIM Report, prepared
by a private consultant hired to provide
BJAMS with a comprehensive overview
of the school, a common theme among the
students and parents interviewed was a
longing for more athletic opportunities at the
school. During the winter months, the multipurpose room was overwhelmed, while the
acres of fields on campus, filled with children
playing games during the warmer months,
were empty and waiting. This winter, the call
of the fields was answered.
Carla assembled a team of volunteers to help size the
students for boots and skis. With four classes of students
participating in back-to-back one-hour sessions on Thursday
mornings, we worked out a grid schedule for students to share
boots. Some sizes of boots could be used three times by three
different students. This enabled us to provide new (and some
slightly-used) equipment to fifty-three students for less than three
thousand dollars.
A lot of work went into starting the program, but it was a
bit of a risk: would the kids embrace it? PE teacher Jeff Handler,
not a cross-country skier himself, did a great job of introducing
the program and keeping it fun and adventurous. And so, on eight
After receiving Head of School Carrie Wilson’s blessing,

snowy, sunny, cold, sometimes blustery Thursdays, the fields of

and with encouragement from Chair of Trustees Marlene Handler,

Bishop Marshall School were filled with the energy and laughter

Carla Fitzgerald and I set out to start a new initiative at BJAMS:

of young students. For some, it was a new experience; for others,

cross-country skiing. We hoped to provide an opportunity for all

a chance to share a sport they loved with their classmates. A

students in grades 5-8 to cross-country ski during their PE class

regular team of parents helped kids get dressed and booted up,

one day a week. This required providing groomed trails, as well

guiding them on the fields and through the forest. Of course, in

as skis, boots, and poles, for over fifty students, without incurring

the end, it was the kids themselves who made this program so

costs for the school.

rewarding: for us, and most importantly, for themselves.

Word got out about our project, and we received a call from

Now, about that skating facility...

another BJAMS parent, John Kern, who generously offered to join
us in funding the program. We spoke with several operators of
cross-country centers as well as retailers. Magically, things started
to come together. The owners of Trapp Family Lodge gifted us a
Tid Tech grooming sled. Josh Goldstein (a BJAMS parent) offered
to help groom trails using his excavator. Ric Cabot (also a BJAMS
parent) made a call to the owner of Outdoor Gear Exchange, and
suddenly the head of group sales was calling me with deals. The
mechanics at Willie’s Village Auto rigged up a ball hitch on the
back of a snowmobile to tow the grooming sled.

Bishop Marshall School
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ALUMNI SP TLIGHT

Katelyn Shaw ‘13

Tackling Opportunities at LUHS

K

atelyn
Shaw
first
started
attending Bishop Marshall School
in 2nd grade and stayed through
8th grade, graduating in 2013. She just
completed her sophomore year at Lamoille
Union High School (LUHS), where she has
found many wonderful ways to continue
to grow academically and personally. We
caught up with her one busy afternoon
between the end of a school day and the
start of a lacrosse game to hear how she
has taken the tools she received at BJAMS
and made them her own at LUHS.
While at BJAMS, Katelyn was always a dedicated student who put

an immeasurable amount of time and effort into her work. “However,
that was not all that defined Katelyn,” commented Mrs. Shinners, 6th
grade homeroom teacher. “Her enthusiasm, humor, and caring nature
were, and still are, undeniable.” Something else we remember about
Katelyn is that she possesses a skill many students lack: listening.
“By listening, she gathers the task information she needs—homework
requirements, project details, et cetera—and applies her energy in a
focused, efficient way,” says Mr. Close, from her 8th grade homeroom.
“With everything she does, and at the level she does it, how could she
afford to waste time chasing down details she should have heard the
first time? Her formula for success was always hard work, dedication,
and sacrifice, which is common to good students. But great students are
great listeners, just like Katelyn.”
To say that Katelyn is making her mark at her high school is putting
it lightly. She participates in theatre, plays varsity lacrosse (jersey #26),
and is currently #1 in her class of 132 students for her academics. “When
my friends found out I was ranked #1 they were pumped and were
asking me to include them in my valedictorian speech.” She chuckled.
“They were planning ahead, and I hope I can hold the spot.”
Katelyn thoroughly enjoyed her time at BJAMS. Her sister, Kelly, is

10
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Above: Being inducted into TRI-M Music Honor Society, a program of the
National Association for Music Education.

”There

also a BJAMS graduate (2010), and the entire Shaw family left a special

have

always

been

misconceptions about BJAMS

– that the school is only for

mark on the BJAMS community. “Just the other day when we were
driving by the school on our way back from a lacrosse game, I looked
into the field at the school and felt a rush of memories,” Katelyn said.
“I hollered back on the bus to a good friend who had been asking me

wealthy kids or that you have

why I liked it there so much, saying ‘Uniforms!, Religion class!, Friends!,

to be Catholic to attend – but I

Drama class!’ as I remembered some of the things I miss and loved.”

never take them too seriously.
They were never true and

Katelyn said that the biggest takeaway from her time at BJAMS was
the moral compass she now keeps. She shared that she knows how
to stay true to herself and follow what she believes, while also getting

it was an amazing place

along with her peers in high school. “The whole family aspect of the

for me and my friends.

school was cool, too, and a number of my friends who I started with in

”

2nd grade stayed through 8th grade,” she said, while counting friends
on her fingers, “and I think it was the right decision.” Commenting on

Below: Katelyn performs a piece in the courtyard at LUHS that she
composed herself for a spring concert.

misconceptions she hears, ”There have always been misconceptions
about BJAMS – that the school is only for wealthy kids or that you have
to be Catholic to attend – but I never take them too seriously,” Katelyn
commented, “ They were never true and it was an amazing place for me
and my friends.”
From the sounds of things, LUHS has a great spectrum of
opportunities to offer students, and Katelyn is making full use of them
with her busy schedule. Many other BJAMS alumni are attending LUHS,
and Katelyn crosses paths with quite a few of them, especially in theatre.
She loves to stay connected with BJAMS alumni and finds a subtle sense
of camaraderie as they share a “hello” in the hallways or catch up after
a class.
Talking with Katelyn, it’s clear she is confident throwing herself
into new situations. For example, when asked how she found herself
stopping hard lacrosse balls as the goalie, she simply said, “The team
needed a goalie, so I stepped forward.” That was in 9th grade and she’s
been in the lacrosse net ever since. This year, she was nominated All
League Second Team recognizing her as a skilled lacrosse goalie and
was also invited to play in a Rising Star Division 1 and 2 all-star game.
At LUHS they have created a Peer Support Team which exists to
help when student peers are going through a tough time or there arises
a “situation.” Katelyn was tapped to be a part of this support team, and
went for it. “When a friend or someone in school is having a hard time, as
someone on PST, you’re identified as someone they can turn to and we
are there to help at a moment’s notice,” Katelyn said. Everyone on PST
has been trained in confidentiality. Last year, when there was a situation
in town, a meeting was called over the intercom for PST members
to meet. “We were briefed on what was going on and then disbursed
throughout the school to support others who might have been disturbed
by what was going on in town,” she said. “We provide a supportive friend
to anyone who needs it.”

Bishop Marshall School
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Shaw has always appreciated theatre and loves to act. As a
freshman at LUHS she performed in Shrek the musical. LUHS puts on
multiple sold-out shows each year, has acting competitions, and behindstage positions for students to run. While at BJAMS, she held some lead
roles in the school’s theatre program – perhaps her best performance
was the role of Thibault in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. She was
awarded Best Actress that year. In addition to acting, Katelyn plays the
alto saxophone for the LUHS band and participates in an extracurricular
Jazz Band, led by band conductor, Heather Finlayson. Jazz Band is not
a school requirement. It is a place where she and other musicians come
together to stretch their talent and creativity. At Jazz Band, they advance
their repertoire, work on their style, and perform in two concerts each
year. Katelyn credits Mr. Ianni, her BJAMS band instructor, for teaching
her the alto-sax and instilling the work ethic necessary to play skillfully.
Earlier this school year, Katelyn was selected for TRI-M Music Honor
Society, a program of the National Association for Music Education. It
recognizes students for their academic and musical achievements. It
provides leadership and service opportunities to young musicians.
At BJAMS she was at the top of her class, and as busy as she may be
in high school, Katelyn is still taking her academics seriously. At LUHS
there are general, advanced, and AP classes; last year, Katelyn decided
to take all advanced classes. “We study the same things as the general
class and put in the same time but it’s a faster learning pace and we

Above: Shaw has been the varsity lacrosse goalie since her freshmen year.

get a bit more in-depth,” she explained. Katelyn’s favorite subjects right

Below: LUHS girls lacrosse team with, Katelyn Shaw pictured on the left in
front of her Coach, Katie Marvin, a current BJAMS parent. Assistant coach,
father, and former BJAMS PE teacher, Peter Shaw, pictured on right.

now are Math and Science. In Math she is in Algebra 2 this year and will
be in Pre-Calculus next year. She is considering Earth Science for next
year also. “It’s cool how we can pick from a bunch of different science
classes to fill our science requirement,” she explains, “some classes do
have prerequisites.” According to Katelyn, her brain is more of a science
brain than a math brain and, while Chemistry has been really tough, she
enjoys the practical, real-life application.
Along with her favorite classes, Science and Math, Katelyn also has
a love of reading and writing, an important attribute that contributes
to her overall academic success, which she credits to her upper-school
English teacher, Mrs. Shinners. She has enrolled in AP Studio Art next
year to pursue her love of art and advance her talent, which is rooted
in the teachings of Mrs. O’Neil, Art teacher at BJAMS. To top it all off,
Katelyn was awarded the President’s Award For Educational Excellence
in 2014 and 2015 in recognition of outstanding academic excellence
through the President’s Education Awards Program, which is signed by
President Obama himself.
Katelyn’s spirit and poise seems to be rooted in her life experiences
and her character. At LUHS, she once heard a talk at a club about

12
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to be able to take care
“Iofwant
myself and excel as a person
but I don’t want to be so caught
up in myself that I don’t do

”

selfless things for others.

developing your own code to live by; participants didn’t write them
down formally, but were told to keep the code in the back of their minds.
Katelyn shared how the religious experience at BJAMS continues to
help her decide what she wants her code to incorporate. “I want to be
able to take care of myself and excel as a person but I don’t want to be
so caught up in myself that I don’t do selfless things for others,” she said.
In addition to loving the uniforms at BJAMS (because it meant
she didn’t have fuss over assembling an outfit), enjoying religion class,
and all the opportunities BJAMS offered, Katelyn loved the intimate
classroom sizes and the close relationships she developed with each
teacher as she went through the grades. “Those things helped turn me
into the student and person I am today,” she said. “Everything is fun and
there is a bunch of opportunities all the time at BJAMS.” As she heads
into her junior year at LUHS after this summer, Katelyn is as bubbly,
positive, and confident as we remember her being at BJAMS. “The
good but tough thing about high school now is that you have to start to
know what you want and go after it,” Katelyn said. “For example, back
at BJAMS, Mr. Close just signed me up for a day of learning at UVM,

Above: Performing with the LUHS band in the
Johnson Memorial Day Parade.
Below: Shaw performing in costume at the
LUHS Shrek theatre production.

which was awesome—it just happened. All those same opportunities
exist here at LUHS, but now it’s a bit more up to me whether I’ll go after
those opportunities. I love it.”

Katelyn as Thibault in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet put on
at BJAMS. She was awarded Best Actress that year.

Is your student ready
for
 something more?
To learn about how your child can receive
the best possible educational experience,
visit www.bjams.org.
Bishop Marshall School
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Grandparents’ Luncheon 2014

Top Row (left to right):
Adi Barnett and grandson Teague.
Bill Wyman with grandsons Matthew and Jonathan.
Middle Row (left to right):
Jim Kinney with his granddaughter Ella.
Elda Pessini with grandchildren
Grant and his sister Elena.
Joan Boucher with her granddaughter Rebecca.
Left: Bob and Clara Bryan with grandson Tyler.
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Above: Felix and Gerry Callan with granddaughter Miriam.
Below: Linda Bouramia with her son Leon.
Bottom: Carle Oehrle and daughter Emily.

Top: Jack Anderson with his grandson Calvin.
Above: Jack Mulvey and Janet Krouse with grandsons Gianni and Augie.
Below: Greg Gramas with his son Evan.

Bishop Marshall School
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Clockwise from top left:
Tom Wilson and Laurie Fleming
with grandson Liam.
Head cook, Mrs. Gentle says,
“Cooking for 300? No problem.”
Guests fill their plates with the
mouth-watering banquet prepared
by Mrs. Gentle, head cook.
The food is so good that some
guests eat so much that they need
to be carried to their cars.
Emile Willett with his son Connor
Upper school math teacher, Mr.
Carlson with his children (L-R)
Levi, Eliana, and Gabe.
Andrew Ziminsky with daughter
Maddy and her buddy Liana.
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“To firmly root a healthy values set in your child, you have to spend time with them. Your son or daughter will benefit more from
dinner together at the dinner table, a 15 minute ride in the truck to get milk or a frisbee toss in the backyard everyday than a 1 week trip
to Florida (to make up for not doing anything with them for the past year). “Oh, I’ll make it up with a 6 day trip to Yosemite.” Come on
Dad, it doesn’t work that way - never has. Lost time with your child cannot be made up. Besides, they’re not the same child as a year ago.

”

Connect with them everyday - it’s quantity of time, not quality of time - when it comes to parenting.

– Mr. Close, 8th Grade Homeroom

TIPS FROM
PARENTS

“A big challenge for some some of us is navigating
our kids through major life events from time to time.
Sometimes those life events can be pretty traumatic if
they aren’t approached carefully. I’ve found that being
HONEST with my kids, but in a kid/age-appropriate

Here are some tips submitted by
our community to help you on the
privileged journey of parenting
and to make your life easier.

way (ie; no badmouthing ex’s!), and giving them a lot
of notice of upcoming events, they’re able to better
process upcoming changes, work through them at
their own paces, and are given time to form, and ask,
questions that help them better understand what’s
going on. I’ve used this method with helping my
kids through our divorce, significant socio-economic
changes at home, moving homes, and the introduction
of a new step-family. Big life changes are usually hard,

“One thing that I know many parents

”

but they don’t have to be devastating.

struggle with is the morning lunch/snack

– Nichole Gilbert

packing. (Believe me, I’m in the lunch
room every day and I see lunch boxes,
or lack of, all the time!) What has helped
me is planning ahead the night before. I
have the school lunch menu posted on
our fridge. Next to it I have a magnetic dry erase board that
has been divided into 3 sections/rows: breakfast, snack,
and lunch. Each child has a column so it’s like a chart. It is
an evening ritual that I ask my kids, “What are you having
for breakfast, snack, and lunch?” I tell them what’s for hot
lunch and what some options are for each meal. They tell
me what they want and I (or them) write it down. In the
morning, all I have to do is look at the board and pack it all
up. There’s no last minute decisions, scrambling around for
food, or “What’s for hot lunch today?” Everything’s done
and taken care of.

”
– Mrs. Nordenson, 2nd Grade

“For those thinking about incorporating a more gluten
free diet, here are three ways to start a gluten free lifestyle
with your kids: First of all don’t think that it’s an all or nothing
mindset. Go slow and start to make slight changes to your diet
and everyday lifestyle. Second, stock your pantry with fresh
vegetables and fruit. One of the big mistakes people make
when starting to go gluten free is replacing all gluten food
with gluten free products. Instead try to provide more fresh,
real foods. Third, have the conversation. Let your child(ren)
understand what going gluten free really means. Explain why
and how it will help their itchy rashes go away and they will
start to feel better and have more energy. Be creative and let it
be an exciting new thing.
- Michelle Tomlinson

HAVE A GOOD TIP TO SHARE?
Do you have a parenting tip that has benefited you or your family? If so, we would like to help spread the wisdom.
Please submit a tip that has helped make your life easier or help you become a better parent to bolsen@bjams.org
in the form of a short blurb (from few sentences to a couple shorter paragraphs).
Pictures are welcomed too but not required.

Bishop Marshall School
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Growing BJAMS in 2015-16
by Marlene Handler

A

s a school, we measure our student’s successes based on a broad range of subjects. Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic are often the subjects we cite for assessment. In my last article, I spoke of the vision of the founders
and how we were left with a legacy to educate children of all religious faiths to reach their God given potential. In
this article, I will speak about the vision that this Board and future boards will work to solidify. The Board has identified
Six A’s To A Viable And Strong School. It seems only fitting that we use A’s because we believe that Bishop Marshall
holds the highest standards for academic, mental, physical and spiritual health.

ADORATION There is a quote that is over the door of our

ACADEMICS

chapel, which reads, “When I Am adored this school will flourish.”

academic standards and we celebrate the work that our teachers do

The Board holds these words to be true. Our students partake in

to prepare our students for the future. Our students consistently score

weekly Mass, quarterly Reconciliation and regular recitation of the

1-2 grade levels above their peers in nationally standardized tests.

Rosary. These are great places to start. We pray for our families

The transition to the Common Core Standards has been streamlined

and all the leaders in our lives, as well as our benefactors. Please

and handled wonderfully by the administration and staff. Have you

continue to keep Bishop Marshall and our entire community in your

noticed any difference in teaching? I hope not because we were

prayers. We are beginning to reach out to our local parishes and

already doing a lot of what was required under Common Core. Talk

hope to celebrate milestones, baptisms and communions with them.

about being prepared; we have started to integrate technology into

We will be looking to the future to bring the realization of a true

the classrooms and offered for the first time this year a Spanish Club.

Chapel and place of worship onto our campus, which would allow

¡Felicidades y gracias Señora Wicks! We will work to strengthen

our entire community to celebrate and worship together.

our STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)

Bishop Marshall is renowned for our high

programs, to prepare our students for the future. We will continue to
hold midterms and finals, which help our upper school students feel
comfortable with those as they transition to high school.
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Compass

Summer 2014

ADMINISTRATION

What an exciting time to be part of

the Bishop Marshall Family! We are ready to grow and ready to put
into place those individuals who will help us reach the God-given
potential of this school! As our school begins to expand, we as a
Board will be looking to our administration to do more. Are we too
thin? Do we have the right people in the right places so that they

ATHLETICS Did you see the cover of our last issue of The

can be most successful in the tasks they are charged to do? Some
positions will be expanded to include these new responsibilities.

Compass? Got Soccer? Our soccer program continues to expand and

Some positions might need to be created to help support these

flourish. Thanks to countless hours of volunteers and with additional

new initiatives. Some positions might have to be altered to fully

funding from the Lyden, Fitzgerald and Kern Families, cross country

incorporate the true nature of these initiatives.

skiing was introduced to our students once a week through our PE
program. The Board sees athletics as the next frontier for the Bishop
Marshall School. The J.R. Leja, Sr. fields have afforded our students
the opportunity to explore and appreciate outdoor activities. From
soccer, cross-country skiing, to Girls On The Run, we are grateful to
the family of Joseph R. Leja, Sr. for honoring his memory and love of
children. His legacy will live on forever and will grow as we nurture
strong and smart student athletes.

ADVERTISING

Bishop Marshall is the best-kept secret in

Lamoille County. Now it is time to share that secret. The Board
will be increasing our budget for advertising and has developed a
marketing plan and strategy to maximize our exposure. At the close
of the 2014-2015 school year, our enrollment was up to 131. That is
up from 126 students at the start of the year. Our maximum capacity
is 190 students. We are getting there and feel like the marketing plan
will help. The Board feels that its Fully Funded Tuition Initiative that
was started in January of this year, helped boost enrollment by six
students alone. The Board is looking at these and other-out-of-the
box solutions to “get families in” because we all know that once they
walk through our doors, they will realize what a special place Bishop
Marshall School truly is.

ARTS Our Art Show and drama performances are staples of our
school. This year alone, Bishop Marshall Alumni held leading roles at
Rice Memorial High School’s, Stunt Night. We are proud of them and
it was the seeds that were nurtured here that gave them the courage
and pride to go after those roles. Our band plays a very important role
in community parades throughout Lamoille County. For a second
year in a row, the multi-purpose room (and boy does it live up to its
name) was transformed to a “Coffee House” where our upper school
students performed individually in front of an audience. Again, this
opportunity allows our students to become comfortable in their own
skin in a smaller seting, gaining the confidence here so that they may
succeed in bigger venues. Our vision is to expand technology into
other mediums beyond the “academic” field and create a visual arts
program.

Our goal is waiting lists for all grades while holding true to the
standards held strong by our history. We are getting there and we
are grateful to all those, past board members, heads of school,
teachers, students and families that played a part in securing the
past for the school. The Board takes seriously its role in securing
the future for the school. We ask for your continued prayers and will
look to you to help bring to fruition the six A’s for a viable and strong
Bishop Marshall School. May God bless you and thank you for your
continued support of the Bishop Marshall School.

Bishop Marshall School
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Salsa

BASH

Dipping Into Potential

I

t is 6:15 p.m. on Saturday, May 9th and the banquet room at Town and Country Resort in Stowe is decorated to the 9’s and bustling with
guests. The emcee for the night just arrived a little early – our own, Mr. Close from the 8th Grade homeroom – before kicking off the

“formal” portion of the evening and no sooner does he start to review the itinerary that he realizes his glasses are at home and he can’t read a
word of his itinerary… uh oh.
By 6:45 p.m. not only is Mr. Close wearing Mrs. Gentle’s sparkly bifocals, he is leading a competition between tables full of guests to see
who gets to jump into the dinner line next. A few minutes later, he is chasing someone making a beeline dash for the ladies’ powder room to
escape his shenanigans… but he catches up with her and admits her to the bathroom after she’s “competed.” If only you could have heard the
room roaring with laughter as it unfolded!
BJAMS is blessed to have such a special group of people to be involved and come together in support of its students. Salsa BASH was
nothing short of a perfect night for the friends and families of the school to get together for an evening of fun and celebration. The silent
auction was a blast, Toby Hirchak did a great job leading the live auction, the photography from Heather and Mariah at With Love Photography
turned out beautiful, and Town and Country did a wonderful job delivering the carefully selected “themed” menu. With literally hundreds of
businesses and individuals involved in the event, the school wound up raising the most it has yet in three years of putting on BASH – just shy
of $17,500 by the time the dust settled!
Thank you to everyone who made the night possible, to Michelle Tomlinson for her help with the planning, and especially to our guests
who came out that night. If you missed Salsa BASH, plan to be at next year’s event. It will be that much more fun to have you join the party!
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Summer 2015

Marlene Handler and Ousaima Al-Misky.

Rob Gentle, Mary Gentle, and Tina Parvin (who surprised us all with her singing voice)

Geoff Blanck and Tom Berry.

Mr. Close (emcee) chased down Lee Genung who nearly
escaped the dinner line competition!

Bishop Marshall School
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The Ultimate Date Night Package

Maryellen Kohl, Tese Ziminsky, Cari Goldstein, and Peri Armando.

Cari Goldstein, Carla Fitzgerald, Peri Armando, Jeff Handler, and John Ruttenberg
Joe and Brooke Wright.
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Ben Olsen, Sharon Bateman, and June Charbonneau.

Jeff Handler and Kat Lane.

Mrs. Nordenson draws the winner of the 50/50 Raffle who splits the $1,010 pot.
“And the winner is Carla Fitzgerald!”

You had to be there…

Compass

Summer 2015

Gary and Marliese Carlson

2015

Salsa BASH
HONOREES

Barry and Kelly Lyden

Tese and Andrew Ziminsky

Mrs. Nordenson

Mrs. Haskins (Pre-K), Mrs. Piper (K), Madame Wicks (French/
Spanish), Justin Wicks, Mrs. Kohl, Mike Rapoport

Katie Marvin, Scott Griffith, and Ira Marvin

Jay Silveira and Marlene Handler

Matt and Kat Lane

Kelly Lyden, Lee Genung, and Shalagh Blanck.

Dolores Marr, Elisabeth Ortiz, and Michelle
Tomlinson (Salsa BASH Chair)

Bishop Marshall School
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Bishop Marshall School
680 Laporte Road
Morrisville, VT 05661
(802) 888-4758
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BJAMS students receive awards from members of the
Morrisville VFM and Ladies Auxillary for sweeping the Patriot’s
Pen competition and advancing to the state championship.

Nurturing academic excellence in
truth, self-discipline, and love.
Give your child the best educational experience possible, be part of an amazing
community of families, and set the stage for his or her life. Have a look at how
the BJAMS experience is different and what financial assistance is available.
Visit us at www.bjams.org or like us at www.facebook.com/BJAMSvt

